Hot on the heels of last Friday’s whole school assembly, it has been wonderful to see so
many faces joining us at our special Children’s Mental Health Week morning ZOOMs. From
Mr F’s Monday morning HIIT session, through Mr Tappin Jnr’s Music Musings to Mrs
Falconer’s upbeat (and often hilarious and befuddling) songs with actions, to Mrs
Hardgrave’s more reflective and calming yoga, we have enjoyed the post-breakfast company
of up to 300 families on each day. Whilst it’s always great to see the happy faces of the
children, you know you are onto a winner when mum, dad, brother and sister join in the
physical and mental exertions! I hope you found they boosted your day! Such has been the
response to the mass-participation events, that we hope to continue with a weekly Story time
whole school session each week after half term for as long as we remain on remote learning
subject to staff timetables and availability. My thanks go out to the members of staff who
took on the challenge this week. Leading that number of people remotely, with no feedback
or audience reaction to gauge response, is no tall order. Letting that number of people into a
ZOOM is a challenge in itself!

Through this whole challenging period, our focus has not just been on ensuring academic
progress and development, but also on providing a supportive and nurturing environment
both on-site (when able) and on-line (when not) for our whole school community. Being at
the heart of looking after our pupils’ welfare, our investment in your child’s mental well-being
and balance is not restricted to a specially designated week. Instead it is an ongoing focus
with very many examples from across the school of staff and pupils spending their on-line
time together making each other smile, laugh, think and feel valued. Following a well-timed
teacher training session on Monday on Children’s Mental Health, Mr Shepherd’s email was
buzzing with staff members sharing their own class and year group experiences; what had
worked well (and what not so well). We are now in the process of cascading these ideas
down through the school for the overall good of the widest possible community. Thank you
too to parents who have been using their own work contacts to share opportunities for

training and resources to do with Mental Health. We hope to make use of as many of these
as possible.
At the beginning of the week, Mrs Steel forwarded me a pair of poems written by one of our
Year 8 cohort. Will arrived at Hazelwood from the United States for the start of Year 7 and
his thoughts about the tricky transition are eloquently and beautifully captured in his wellchosen words. His has been both a literal and a metaphorical journey and it has been a
privilege to accompany him on both. I am so pleased for Will, and his family, that
Hazelwood has all the attributes to make it feel like home. A charming piece of writing for a
week in which we have put such comfort and stability at the heart of all that we do. Thank
you and well done Will.

I AM FROM...
I am from a rusty old bike chain
from muddy cleats to wet hair.
I am from white socks
dirty
falling apart
but still comfortable.
I am from yellow sand
so fine
so soft.
I am from New Years and birthdays
from Olivia to Chris.

I AM NOW…
Whoosh!
Flying high
soaring by.
The cleanest landing
and round the world to another country.
Catching the wave
all the way to Hazelwood School.
From the majestic fields
hot afternoons of football
to cold icy winters wrapped up in the
finest bluest blue blazer.
Everything fit like a glove.

I am from the country far far away
with the red, white and blue.
I'm from my great grandfather fighting in WW1
from fish and chips and grilled chicken.
From the bedside drawer filled with pictures
of people I've never seen before
I'm from tennis and soccer
from quiet to loud
from running to walking
from two countries
that take me back.

The hustle bustle rose from the school
like kids playing in a pool.
Joy spread round the school like
Soft butter over hot toast.
Though I did not know
this place was a mecca of happiness
a mecca to be.
But I was still a lost ship
on an open sea.
But this place was a home
A home for me.

Mrs Tulett has also used her Art lessons this week to explore the children’s hopes and
aspirations for the future. Away from the slightly darker feelings imposed by lockdown, the
images and accompanying words have instead focused on what they are looking forward to
most when some sense of normality and freedom returns. Inevitably, there are common
themes and reflections but all are expressed visually in unique and individual ways as you
would expect from a pupil community brimming over with courage, creativity and character. I
am so inspired and encouraged by what they have captured in their work.
The School Counsellor who works with staff and pupils throughout the year has kindly put
together some resources specifically to support parents through these challenging times. They
can be explored by following the link https://padlet.com/njstewart5/ev52swajtnlbdpkp

Lifting your face to see the beauty in the world,
leaving behind the troubles that weigh you down.
COVID is asking us to wear different faces –
courage, hope and determination. Personalities
collide and difficulties merge and blend into one.
Hope is for the forward and upward looking.

Me and my dog just looking
out at the world going by.
We may be inside, but we
have strength and love in
each other.

This
picture
represents
somewhere I would like to be, on
the beach in the sunset with
friends and family. The two girls
are
releasing
doves,
which
symbolise a glimmer of hope in
this gloom.

This is to symbolise that
everything is crazy and
random currently but
order will return soon.
And with that order will
come colour.

The thoughts I have…

When the world is on fire, you can find peace
at home.

And finally, with everyone being encouraged to
explore the different ways in which they can look
after their physical and mental well-being, a
special ‘cycling-helmets-off’ goes to George A
(Year 7) who clocked up a phenomenal 400kms
on the bike this week to help keep 7B out in
front in the Sports’ Department’s How Far Can
You Go challenge. Since the start of the
Challenge, George has cycled a staggering 1,003kms, the equivalent of over 600 miles thus
proving that the open road is his best place for release and space. Mrs Brighting wanted to
add her particular congratulations to George for his individual and team spirit. Best we all
get on our bikes and give chase. Happy cycling this weekend!

For a list of communications hosted on the Parent Information Portal (PiP) each week please
see the ‘Notice Board’ further down the Nutshell.
News from The Nursery & Early Years
Well-being week made its way down to the Early Years site this week and it was brilliant to
be with the children during the sessions on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. The
children in Skylarks, enjoyed seeing the older children on screen. Some of the children also
the activities on throughout the day, particularly the ‘boom, snap, clap song’. It has also
been wonderful to drop into some of the Oak Zoom classes this week. The children had
spent time thoughtfully writing questions to ask me during Wednesday’s literacy lesson,
focusing on the words used in questions and the use of question marks. I particularly
enjoyed having all of Oak together on screen on Friday morning for a story time, where I was
accompanied by peanut on the sofa for the brilliant story ‘Aliens in Underpants Save the
World.’
Please see a roundup of the week’s activities below, along with a couple of important
reminders.
Our planning this week in Fledglings 1 has been focusing on kind hands and some children
have been demonstrating this by hugging each other! It has been absolutely wonderful to
observe. We have also been having lots of nursery rhyme sing a longs, complete with
musical instruments. All of the children have enthusiastically joined in by shaking and
banging, and a little rhythm is beginning to emerge. Some of our older children have been
sticking with an introduction to bigger and smaller, using two sizes of cut out cars. The car

theme has continued with felt pens attached to vehicles to vary mark making activities. The
youngest member of Fledglings 1 has been enjoying tummy time, the smile says it all!

It's all about Fledglings 2 this week as we have explored the topic ‘All About Me!’. The
children have loved exploring their similarities and differences from one another, from hair
colour, eyes and favourite or not so favourite foods! They have also been creating their own
faces through mark making with pens and using playdough. Lots of discussion about where
what we have on our faces too place and the children then added eyes, ears, a nose and
mouth to a blank face. To further explore our similarities and differences the children have
helped to create a chart to see what colour eyes all of the children have, we also explored
happy and sad faces!

This week in Lower Robins we have continued the theme of transport. The children have
loved exploring all the different modes of transport, from moving the trucks and diggers
around in the sand, scooping up different materials using the diggers. The children were
fascinated by the idea of a hot air balloon and even made their own. There has been lots of
mark
making
using
cars
with
crayons
and
using
transport
stencils.
The children really enjoyed our music session this week, where they enjoyed listening to the

story of ‘Going on a Bear Hunt’ and acting out the story to using different tempos and
exploring different sounds.

The fantastic world of faraway castles, fairies and mythical creatures dominated the activities
on offer in the Upper Robins’ room this week. We enjoyed exciting stories of dragons and
knights both at group circle time and during quiet time in the comfort of our role play castle,
taking particular interest in the beautiful princess pop-up book. The children built up quite
elaborate imaginative play centred around the enchanted fairy garden ‘small world’ table and
sieved for treasure in the sand, selecting the most appropriate equipment. Some children
matched quantity of white spots to the relevant numbered toadstool and others enhanced
their numeracy skills by counting out precious stones. We also used shape appropriately as
we made individual castles and created fire -breathing dragons using tissue paper that
moved like flames as we blew through the tube.

This week in Skylarks we have been focusing on transportation. We discussed how we all
travelled to Skylarks and created a whole class tally chart as well as discussing the different
features of the different types or transport. The children have been cleaning the tyre's in the
garden all ready for the new car they made using the milk crates as seats. We have also
been building different transport using the Duplo. The children all climbed aboard the home
corner bus where there were lots of seats for all the passengers and some great imaginative
role play. There were even some future mechanics on hand for when it broke down. The
children have been painting their own transport using lots of colours and in some cases,
mixing colours to make their own. We have also been to the top car park to tally of all the
different makes of cars that staff drive to work. Finally, we have been perfecting our number
skills by matching numbered cars to the numbered garages. The children also enjoyed a
great video music lesson with Mrs Fryer, they particularly enjoyed playing the drums and
cymbals.

Yoga
with
Mr G!

Car
Count
Tally

Reminders
Please be reminded that mobile phones should not be used around the Nursery site when
dropping off and picking up.
If your child is presenting any symptoms of Coronavirus, they must not attend Nursery.
Please do book a Coronavirus test and inform Vicki, Matt or Mr Garlick of the results.

News from Hazelwood
Spotlight on Sport
During live lessons this week we have had dancing, play your cards right, beat the teacher
and a super hero workout! The pupils on the live lessons continue to impress us with their
energy and enthusiasm.

Our Sports Stars of the Week are .......
George A- for his relentless effort for getting the kilometres completed for the “How far can
you travel?” challenge.
Ethan G for his triathlon.
Isabella CR, Harper and Ella J for the gymnastic lessons they created.
Pip DH, Freddie S, Charlie T and Max F in Year 4 for their posting of challenges for their
fellow Year 4 classmates. Definitely PE teachers in the making there!
Bonnie S for her participation during the live lessons and always completing the challenges
set by the teachers.
The following pupils are our live lesson superstars- Amelia H,
Flo, Ayesha, Alice S, Chloe D, Toby H, The Land family,
the Butler Family, Harry D in Yr 4, Harry D in Yr 6, Noah,
Daniel B, Ethan S and Danny H-M- to name only a few.
Well done to everyone who comes to the live lessons.
We really enjoy seeing you.

Virtual Sports Stars of the Week

Curriculum leaves Oak Reception out in the cold
This week Oak have been learning about 2d and 3d shapes and the Arctic. Today, they
combined their learning by using shapes to make models of Arctic animals. There were polar
bears, arctic foxes and even some penguins who were on holiday from Antarctica! The
children then wrote stories about their Arctic animals.

Polar Bear

Arctic Lizard

Pair of Penguins

Ice Castle

Polar Bear Mum & Cub

Polar Bear & Story

Arctic Pigs

Snow Mobile

Ice Monster

Baily Express yourself
This morning we enjoyed a big get together to check-in, say hello and see some familiar
faces. We got moving and grooving to the classic Charles Wright classic, Express Yourself!
Some staff shared how they express themselves. Our Year 8's shared how they express
themselves and how it helps them stay calm and focused, particularly at this moment in
time. We then split into breakout rooms for smaller, more personal time to chat with people
from all different year groups. This was short but quality time together and a wonderful
refresher to see friends and siblings from different year groups. We ramped up the energy
before lessons by Keeping Fit with Mr Kemp and Dancing with Dancy! What a way to start
Friday!!!

SOS Animal Rescue
Not to be out done by last week’s literary masterpieces, Year 6 have pulled the quill out of
the inkwell and submitted some wonderful pieces of writing. These beautiful short stories
about an animal (of their choosing) rescue impressed the English Department on account of

their evocative vocabulary and figurative language. Their simple but effective narrative
curves make the reader feel very much part of the unfolding action. Well done scribes of
Year 6!
The Lamb Rescue by Emma M-S
“It smells so fresh here in the countryside!” I exclaimed. As my nose rapidly filled with the
fresh scent of Cornwall, I watched the clouds as they slowly grew darker. This was my first
time in the peaceful Countryside so I decided to explore. Masses of colossal trees stood
powerfully in front of me while my feet clambered across the busy farmyard. Slowly, my
weary eyes were drawn to the beautiful sunset and I found myself sprinting swiftly towards it.
A breathtaking contrast of a bright orange, yellow and red with the stars dancing blissfully
around the exhausted moon.
Perching on the edge of a sturdy cliff, I heard a sudden cry for help but I couldn’t quite figure
out what from. Bewildered, I relentlessly looked over my shoulder to see a frightened lamb
hanging down from the elevated cliff side. Nearly falling over myself as I tried to get up like a
petrified cat, my mouth nearly touched the floor when I saw how far down the (more like
mountain) cliff was. Fearful of heights, I tried so hard to haul the overweight lamb’s hind legs
but however hard I pulled and pushed it wouldn’t budge.
Taking immense breaths, as a sorrowful tear ran down my face, I kept on yanking and
heaving the terrified lamb. Without warning, the beautiful sunset turned into a dark, dingy
atmosphere and with a last big heave my tears turned into a broad smile.

The Manatee rescue! By Leonid P
“Off we go!” the dive instructor commanded;, I was the first to plunge into the warm water
that was only about twenty meters deep. As I adjusted to the change in pressure, a
mammoth object came into view. The barnacle-covered hull of an old fishing trawler was
impossibly huge. Coming even lower, I nearly banged my head against the massive slanting
crane of the fishing boat. As we proceeded into the superstructure of the gigantic vessel, I
caught sight of a sea creature, very large, with almost an unnatural colour scheme.
Coming closer to investigate, we discovered, to our horror, a young manatee, with a plastic
net draped several times around it. As we all knew, a manatee breathes air, but as we saw it
moving it was still alive; however, it was potentially drowning, with both its tail and flippers
locked in place. By this point, the poor creature was barely moving, it didn’t even attempt to
free itself; there were dark crimson marks on its body and fins, the manatee was clearly in a
lot of pain but it didn’t seem to react to it. Obviously, the first thing we did was bring it up to
the surface, My dad and someone else swam under the sea cow and inflated their BCDs. As
I perfectly knew, doing this under the water was extremely dangerous as the change in
pressure could potentially kill, but with the almost ton of weight pushing them down, they

rose slowly, inching their way to the surface. We inflated the signal beacon, a huge pole that
floats tall over the water.
On our boat, we managed to dig up some wire cutters, which gnawed through the blue
tangle like an angry beaver disintegrating wood. Some coils were left on the poor creatures'
fins but I made short work of them with my thin, small hands. The exhausted creature slowly
submerged, like a submarine, and began grazing its plantations once more. The small motor
boat’s engine coughed to life as our extraordinary dive came to an end. Sapped of all
strength, I dragged myself through the door of our hotel apartment and collapsed onto the
sofa.

The Rainforest Rescue by Ruben S
“Please can I go into the rainforest and explore?” I implored my mother at the top of my
voice looking at her with hopeful eyes. She said ‘Yes,’ but that I must be back before it got
dark because it was very easy to get lost up there. Rapidly, I ran down the garden and out
into the misty and damp rainforest.
I had only been walking for about five minutes when a sound of growling and meowing
pierced my ears. Sharply, I twisted around only to see the most gorgeous cats which I knew
must be ocelots. At first, I thought they were playing together, but no, one of them tried to
grab the others ear. I knew at once, they must be fighting!
Nervous, scared and worried, I stood behind a tall, vast tree trying not to be seen, because I
knew if I ventured out to stop them fighting, they might bite me as well, so it was better that I
kept my distance. Finally, about two minutes later, one of them broke away and sprinted
down the dewy forest floor howling. The other one, however, lay on the ground very still and
silent. Slowly, I tiptoed to the injured ocelot, very quietly, in case I startled it.
Fearfully, I stood over the spotted creature and felt its pulse; it still was alive, but only just. I
couldn't just leave it there, it might die if I didn't do anything about it. Carefully, I picked up
the smooth cat and walked steadily and slowly home. Kneeling on the fresh green grass, I
watched the ocelot’s silky and sleek body move in and out as it breathed. Suddenly, as if by
magic, the ocelot's beady eyes opened, staring around at me and the motionless garden.
Calmly, the wary ocelot clambered up and looked at me in its tennis ball-like eyes.
Overjoyed, happy and delighted, I watched the slim ocelot sprint off into the forest as if it had
just been reborn.

The Robin Rescue by James M
Finally, we can adventure!” I shouted. Obviously, we were heading for the very bottom of the
garden. Sadly, we have been waiting to go outside for what felt like hours. Annoyingly for my
friend and I, we had only been given thirty minutes to play and have fun. For months, we had
wanted to go down all the way to the bottom of the garden because it was like a swamp.
Luckily, we had our robust wellington boots on.

We had finally reached the bottom of the garden when we heard a disturbing squawk.
“Birdie! Birdie! Need help!” my sister cried. Looking up, I saw a brittle bird's nest, with not
one, not two, but four hatchlings in it, with their mother; however, the nest was hanging off in
an unstable branch in the tallest tree. Determined, I attempted to climb the tree to help, but
with an unforgiving clunk I toppled onto the grassy ground.
However, what this stubborn tree did not know was that I was never going to give up even
though the odds were against me. Suddenly, a huge downpour started, making the already
slippery bark like ice skating on an overly-mopped floor. Finally, after many attempts, I made
it up to the branch the nest was perched on. The bird, which was terrified, nearly fell. As the
hatchlings were newborn, they had not learnt how to fly, so a fall would be catastrophic.
Carefully holding the nest, I placed it on a much sturdier branch. Mission completed. This
robin rescue has been very tough indeed.

The Rescue by Henry D
“Come here Toffee,” I bellowed, my voice echoing over the barren wasteland. From
nowhere, my dog would come hurtling as fast as a bullet towards me, at the last moment she
swerved missing me by inches. My view was just a long stretch of dead bushes, rocks and
sand. As usual, I was on one of my lunchtime walks in the scrubland of Queensland,
Australia, as always putting my feet carefully on the ground so as to not disturb any of the
dangerous snakes here.
Suddenly, Toffee, on one of her many exploits* barked as loud as an elephant in pain.
Briskly, I ran to her. She was nosing at what I thought was a stick but when I looked closer, I
could see the delicate scales on its back… a snake! But worst of all it was Inland Taipan, the
most venomous snake in the world. I recognised the intricate green patterns on its smooth
back; as much as I feared the snake* I marveled at its stark beauty. However, its head was
stuck in a Diet Coke can and was wriggling madly now after hours in the claustrophobic
darkness of the can.
Feeling worried, I tied Toffee to a rare spindly tree, and bent down to examine the wound of
where the can had cut into its scales; blood was oozing constantly and had now stained the
sandy floor beneath it. As gently as I could, I tried to wheedle the can off its head; feeling the
smooth scales of its neck, no use. I had just disturbed it from its trance of fear, and it was
now writhing on the ground. I jumped back in fright as I thought it would attack me though its
head was in the can. Suddenly, I found a stick on the parched floor. Slowly, I levered the can
off its dangerous head. I had done it!
The snake, too fatigued to move, just lay there. Was it asleep? Was it dead? However it
began moving slowly away into the stained sunset, then disappeared behind a bush. What a
rescue that was; and how I had just helped one of the most dangerous animals in the world!

Gregory’s Grand Escape.by James D
“He’s so cute!” my sister beamed looking at Gregory “Can I hold him?” “Sure,” I said.
However, as I was moving him over to her, he decided that today he would be a slithery
gecko. He leaped out of my hands and scuttled towards the small bit where the couches
touched. It was quite amusing watching his tiny feet going towards the hole, but then when
he disappeared, I felt as though someone was sitting on my shoulders. Both me and my
sister instinctively leaped off the couch and lifted the cushions up. But when we put the
cushions down, there was no gecko in the couch. No small bugs or anything, there was
nothing. At that moment, my Mom came into the room as she had heard the commotion. The
only way we could get to the part where we thought Gregory was, was by drilling.
Gregory was normally a bit of a naughty gecko
and liked being mischievous, but only now we
discovered how naughty he can be. Apart from his
heretics he was an awesome gecko. Especially as
he was beautiful; he had amazing yellow stripes
down his back and a white crest on his neck, the
rest of his body was a very pale colour.
Needless to say, my Dad came into the room with
a drill and winced every time he had to drill a hole
in the couch. After the catastrophe of trying to
disassemble the couch, we couldn’t see Gregory
anywhere. We had all been trying to grab the
lizard out of the couch for a few hours so I went to
fetch everyone water. Though it was a scary
moment I found myself calm. Then when I felt a
tickling on my ankle, I looked down to this smiling
gecko. “I found him!!!” I yelled.
“He must have been on the other side of the cushion,” my mom noted.
“Gregory 1, Couch 0,”, my dad said half-jokingly and half so he didn’t get too angry because
of Gregory’s Grand Escape.
My sleepwalking brother by Dibbe E
“Where’s he gone?” I exclaimed.
I slowly stumbled across the hallway, as usual. I always had to wake up at 3:00am to check
if my brother was still inside. I did this because he used to sleepwalk 3 years ago. I was sure
he would still be there and I was wasting my time. But then I saw the bedsheets lying down
on the floor. He wasn’t there!
I rushed down stairs to my parents’ room, when I realised my parents had left for a night out.
Rapidly, I got dressed and put on my coat. Dashing outside, I looked for our farm. He would
usually go here when he was sleepwalking. As I looked for him, I noticed the towering crops
brush the side of my face.
I looked everywhere and he wasn’t there. Could he have gone onto the road? I didn't want to
think about that. It was dark and gloomy and these were the worst conditions to find
someone. What could be worse? As if answering my question, a hail storm started. It’s
thunderous ice pelting down on me, causing me not to see anything at all. I thought about
giving up and looking tomorrow morning. Finally, I saw the fluorescent orange pajamas in
the combine harvester! Overwhelmed, I sprinted across the field.

Then I saw that he was awake. This was strange. Looking closer, I noticed that his legs were
jammed inside the humongous vehicle. Suddenly, I heard a scream emanate from above my
head. He was in pain and I was the only one who could stop that. I yanked and pulled and it
wasn’t working. I wanted to contact my parents but I couldn’t. A sense of helplessness filled
my body. I didn't know what to do. I couldn't just leave him here. Suddenly, I heard my
parents’ voices. They screamed, “Tom, Tom (Tom was my brother's name) where are you?”
“We are here,” I screamed. They rushed over and quickly and effortlessly pulled Tom out.
Rescue by Woody J
“This is so fun!” my friend Jack screamed. We were on a holiday at Cornwall on the beach.
Out of the corner of my eye, I saw an old flat football, so we played with it and had a lot of
fun. As I kicked the rusty ball with my cold feet, I could feel the sand tickling them, and could
hear the breeze of the air pushing against my face.
When we were talking, Jack unexpectedly passed the ball and flew down the beach and into
a hole. We raced down there to get it when we heard a crying sound coming from closer
down the beach. We were curious as to what it could be when we both were shocked.
“It's a dolphin!” I said with slight stutter as I saw that it was stuck! It was a young small and
bright blue like the sea.
We both knew we had to save it by ourselves as it was almost dark and no-one was around.
The dolphin was slimy but was getting dryer by the second. We pulled and pulled but was no
use. It was too heavy and its body was too slippery, we were starting to worry now as
dolphins couldn't breathe out of the water. Panicky, we tugged and tugged and we could feel
its body getting loose. Feeling sorry, the dolphin was moving and wiggling to get out but we
kept it still. Pulling as hard as we could, the dolphin slid out of the small hole and we
immediately pushed it towards the sea. It was safe!
Whilst Jack and I were exhausted, we still enjoyed watching it swim out to sea with the
sunset shining in our eyes. Feeling forgetful, that's when we realized we had to get home
before dark, and with a flash, we were gone like a dart.

Hawaiian Rescue by Oscar J
“Phew!” my father cried with exhaustion, as he hauled in his huge net, packed full with fish.
Dripping with water, I tugged on the ropes with my dad, like I had done at least twice every
day since the school holidays started. Basking in sunlight after a long, hard day of fishing,
we headed through the low, metal doorway to the cramped room that served as our dining
room. Heaving open the wooden doors of the cabinet, I reached blindly inside, feeling
around for my late, but much welcomed lunch of homemade sandwiches. As I headed out
onto the deck to admire the beautiful, rolling waves that lapped against the hull of the
rusting, metal fishing boat, I felt nothing but exhaustion, excited to arrive back home.

Suddenly, without warning, a large, black fin pushed through the blue water and splashed
gently above the surface of the deep, murky Pacific Ocean.
“DAD! DAD!” I cried, my heart racing even quicker than my legs, as I sped inside, bashing
my head on the doorframe. Somehow still asleep, my father was slumped over on his rickety
old chair, so I shook him violently until he drowsily opened his eyes. Finally, once I had
hauled him out onto the deck, I noticed another sound of the splashing of water. Worryingly,
it had come from the other side of the boat, so I walked over, feeling petrified. As I peered
over the side, an icy shiver ran down my spine, as a second fin poked out of the water, like a
jack-in -the-box. It was at that moment, when another fin, followed by another, and another,
appeared, that I realised that this was not a problem that we could solve ourselves. Once
again, I rushed inside, and bound across the room to where my father’s mobile phone lay,
almost waiting to be used.
Back on deck, as I rang the number, a monstrous, grey cloud rolled across the sky,
threatening to explode like a bomb with a shower of rain and lightning.
“Hello?” I almost screamed into the microphone, “Please help us!” Then, it seemed as if
someone had pushed the switch on the sun, and nearly all light was suddenly blocked out. A
thick, impenetrable wall of fog closed in on us, a long, black snake squeezing its prey, also
known as us. Bloodthirsty, the horrifying sharks leapt out of the sea, their menacing teeth
bared, ready to pounce.
Then, just as the first drops of hot rain began to fall on our already soaked bodies, the sound
of a motor gradually grew louder and louder, and my heart soared, as the shape of a boat
loomed out of the blackness. Armed with life jackets and grappling hooks, they skipped on
board and dug the ropes into our battered fishing boat. Before we even knew what was
happening, our boat, helped by the emergency services, bounced over the leaping waves,
and as the fog parted at last, I welcomed the view of dry land, and people everywhere. We
were still alive.
More Animal Rescue Stories will appear in next week’s Half Term Nutshell
Mrs Pinder gives her personal account of the Year 8 Photography Elective

Photography is empowering and liberating, all in one.
The Year 8 Photography Elective have been learning about different techniques, and over
the past five weeks have made significant improvements in the quality, composition and
processing of their photos. There are numerous reasons why photography is so important,
especially so in Lockdown.
Here are just a few we believe to be true:
You can start taking photographs at any age, with any camera
Photography is accessible to all and very personal. The elective quickly realised that you do
not need a fancy camera or a creative background to start taking pictures and making
improvements. I’ve been fortunate enough to observe real talent emerging among the Year
8’s. We began the elective by finding out about the many easy and fun things to do with
composition, light, exposure, and editing, that will easily and quickly take anyone’s photos up
to the next level.

It helps you notice your world and stay in the moment
Photography makes us so much more observant and aware of the wonderful little things that
surround us each day. Elements like light, shadows, patterns, frames, and colours are
suddenly more noticeable. More importantly, our awareness increases of the meaningful
things like connections, expressions, gestures, feelings, and especially the small mundane
things are more vivid.
The Year 8 photographers have been encouraged to look at the world from a different angle,
perspective and level – bringing the often ‘mundane’ of objects to life.

It documents your family’s life
Photography helps you capture the important things in life, which you want to remember.
One photograph is powerful enough to not only remind you of an event or detail, but can
bring you right back to the feelings, sounds, and even smells of the moment. Family pets
were a popular subject for many of the photographs taken.
Seeing your improvement will give you motivation
Photography is a hobby that allows you to make improvements quickly and see your
progress easily. Just by lining up their photos, next to each other, from week to week, the
changes were obvious for the Year 8’s to see. In one year, those differences will be
significant – adding to their motivation to keep clicking away.

Photos can bring you joy – even during LOCKDOWN.
Because of all the things listed above, photography can bring you so much joy. In the midst
of a hectic day of virtual learning, there is just something satisfying about slowing down and
intentionally focusing on what is in front of you in the real world.

Aware of the need to avoid too much sitting and screen staring, Madame Le Floch staged
an active lesson this week with 6S practising directions with their arms and legs. A great
topic to stand up from chairs and enjoy some movement. Great fun was had by all.
Très dynamique, 6S

The Year 6 team continue to be impressed with the children over the first half of term with all
that they are juggling. Spirits have been high and work ethic strong. This week, three
individuals have caught the team’s eyes and will receive their certificates through the post. Well
done Bella, Hessie and Harry!
Star of the Year 6 Week!

Harry D 6M
for always giving his best and
helping others when they need
it.

Star of the Year 6 Week!

Star of the Year 6 Week!

Hessie B 6F

Isabella E 6S

for excellent attitude,
super progress with story
writing and general
positivity.

for her outstanding work
ethic, enthusiasm in all
lessons and sunny,
positive outlook.

Owl Post Delivery
A few weeks ago, Year 4
focussed on letter writing
and a final challenge
was for the children to
write a letter to their
favourite authors with
the intention of posting
them if they wanted.
They did a great job,
focusing on layout as
well as the content. Katie
and
Rosie
were
delighted to share with
their Forms this week
that they had received
letters from JK Rowling
having written to her.
Year 3 have the measure of units
This week Miss Dancy’s Y3 Maths Set started their unit on units of measurement. Up first
was converting centimetres into metres! The class thoroughly enjoyed dashing around their
houses finding objects to measure! In Miss Dancy’s head, she thought the pupils would
measure items such as their water bottles, pencils and rubbers. Oh she was wrong!!! The
pupils swiftly moved around their houses measuring items such as their pets, the width of
the fridge, some of their parents' hair length and even measured the height of their au pair
(sorry!!) All of the pupils showed super understanding by correctly converting their units of
measurement. Will they be able to do kilometres into metres next week and what will they
find to measure?!

Children’s Mental Health Week February 2021
Through the challenge and monotony of
Lockdown and COVID, comes optimism,
and resolve; a community united in looking
forward, not back to a time of togetherness
and colour

Notice Board
Communication sent home this week
The following communications have been sent out as detailed below and are available to
view on the Parent Information Portal (PIP):
PIP (Parent Information Portal) Access Link
https://3sys.hazelwoodschool.com/schoolPORTAL
SOCS Calendar
http://calendar.hazelwoodschool.co.uk/week.aspx?ID=25213
LETTERS
No Communications this week.
REMINDERS/NOTICES
The Staff Contact list is available on the School Website/Parents’ Section.
Term Dates to January 2022 are available on the School Website/Parents’ Section & under
Admissions.
CONTACT INFORMATION DURING SCHOOL CLOSURE
All absences (Critical Worker children and RLP pupils) should continue to be reported to
absenceandoffgames@hazelwoodschool.com
All general enquiries – RLP/ICT issues/other should be reported to
lockdown@hazelwoodschool.com
Critical Worker Staff Contact for emergencies
07444 723032 or 07827 687874
Chestnut Building 01883 733848
ABSENCE REQUESTS
All absence requests for medical and other appointments and senior school visits during the
RLP, should be made using https://forms.gle/aHUCmSwhYAihfgPF6
TED PROJECT WINTER 2020 'JOURNEYS'
Years 1-7 (optional for Year 7) - deadline for completion of projects is the first day after
February half-term.
DANCE CLASSES
Please refer to the Dance Timetable published 7/1. Fees for all zoom classes are detailed
on the timetable. We will be charging for a block of 5 lessons. Payments can be made online
(bank details on timetable) and please use pupils' names as reference. We would ask for
payment to be made for the full 5 weeks of lessons. Term resumes from Saturday 9th
January for 5 weeks. Once payment has been received, zoom codes will be sent. Please
email hazelwooddance@gmail.com for any further information. We will also be recording
the classes so if the published times are not suitable we can send a recording instead.
TERM TIME ABSENCE
We endeavour to publish all the school holiday dates well in advance, so that parents may
plan family trips and other events during the long holiday periods and over weekend time.
We encourage parents not to take their children out of school during term-time unless it is
absolutely essential so as not to interrupt their learning. Unless there are extenuating
circumstances, term-time absences will be registered as unauthorised absence. Please be
aware that this information may be given to senior schools as part of the transition process if
they request it. If your child is absent during term-time for holiday reasons, please note that
staff will not be able to provide catch up work. Any requests for term-time holiday should be
made using the link above. Thank you for your co-operation.

Sevenoaks School Open Days and Visits
Our next Virtual Open Day is taking place on Saturday 13 March at 1:00pm and we hope
that many of your families will be able to join us. We are also holding Virtual Group Visits
every Saturday during term time. These take place at 10:00am. More details about these
events can be found on our website, along with all the details that parents might need for
admissions at 11+ and 13+ to Sevenoaks. Please find this here.
Any parents who have attended one of our Virtual Open Days or Virtual Visits, who would
like to hold a Zoom meeting with Arabella Stuart, can arrange one via
regist@sevenoaksschool.org, or by calling 01732 467703.

